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Editor’s column
Harvey Williams, Bulletin Editor

Last fall, in an article entitled
“Strata Hell”, Vancouver Magazine regaled its readers with tales
of condo conflict and mismanagement. Strata funds went for “boozy
parties”, dog owners were hassled,
strata council members paid themselves illegally, an owner drove the
residents living below around the
bend with noise when they installed
new floors without sound insulation, a pending special assessment
was concealed from purchasers, the
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building crawled with cockroaches,
VISOA past president Harvey Williams
and a resident set off firecrackers on explains strata financial reporting at the
his balcony. The writer of the article April Seminar.
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had a way with words. He remarked
that, “a little power can bring out
the inner Napoleon in people”.
Even after allowing for a bit of hyperbole, to those of us experienced
in helping strata corporations solve
problems, the account had the ring
of truth. The conditions described in
the article were unacceptable and in
clear violation of the Strata Property Act. How could such conditions
prevail?
Every problem described in the
article could be traced directly to the
self-enforcing feature of BC’s Strata
Property Act. With no guidance or
assistance from government, owners and strata councils, uncertain
about their rights and responsibilities, are on their own and must to go
to court to seek justice.
The absence of any government
agency to support strata corporations in enforcing the Strata Property Act or to provide affordable
conflict resolution services is the
root cause of most of most strata
conflict. VISOA with the leadership
of Deryk Norton, board chairperson
for government relations is seeking
to correct this and other deficiencies
in the Strata Property Act.
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Strata KeyBox • Innovation - Security - Safety
by Victoria Real Estate Board
The Victoria Real Estate Board
has developed a new, more secure
solution to address the previous
security concerns expressed by some
strata developments. This new Strata
Keybox solution involves the use of
three integrated parts; an electronic
metal key container called an iBox,
a robust metal container for the iBox
called a Master Housing, and an
electronic keypad used to access the
iBox called a DisplayKey.
iBoxes
The iBox is an electronic metal key
container that is used widely in North
America by the real estate industry.
Primarily designed for residential use,
the iBox has found its way into a more
commercial environment on strata
buildings.
The iBox is an intelligent key
container that records dates, times
and the identification codes of every
REALTOR® that opens it. This
electronic data allows iBox activity
to be tracked to determine which
REALTORS® have accessed any
particular iBox.
DisplayKeys
The electronic keypad used by
REALTORS® to open iBoxes is
called the DisplayKey. Every day,
REALTORS® must update these
DisplayKeys or they simply stop
working. DisplayKeys also require the
use of a personal PIN code, much like
the system that controls access to your
bank card.
The update code and the PIN code are
also tied together. An update code for
a lost DisplayKey cannot be obtained
without knowing the personal PIN code
for the specific DisplayKey. These two
features make the DisplayKey useless
to anyone other than the actual owner.
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Master Housing
To increase the security of the iBox,
the Victoria Real Estate Board has
developed an exterior casing called the
Master Housing. The Master Housing
encompasses the iBox and is designed
to protect the shackle. The shackle is
normally used to affix a stand-a-lone
iBox to a door knob, fence or railing.
An iBox is installed inside the
Master Housing which is intended to
be located very near the main door
of a building. The iBox inside the
Master Housing only contains a key
for the main door. Any other suites
for sale in the strata will have an iBox
installed on the suite door inside the
building. If no suites are for sale, the
strata can also arrange to have the
building key removed from the Master
Housing. There are two major benefits
associated with the Master Housing;
increased security for the lone iBox
outside and a reduction in the number
of main door keys outside the strata.
The Master Housing eliminates the
need for multiple iBoxes outside.
iBoxes located on suites listed for
sale are located inside the building on
the individual suite door. They can be
secured to the door knob or on a door
hanger that fits over the top of the door.
iBoxes mounted on a door hanger can
be removed when the seller is at home
or even outside of showing hours (e.g.
at night).
Mounting and Installation
The Master Housing is permanently
installed on site, either fixed to the
actual building or mounted on a secure
in-ground metal post. The location of
the Master Housing will be determined
with input from the strata.
Costs for Housing and
Installation:
The VREB will supply a Master

Housing and iBox for the exterior of
the building. Installation costs may be
covered by the VREB during the initial
phase-in period. REALTORS® will
supply iBoxes for individual units for
sale within the building.
Warranty
In the unlikely event that the Master
Housing or iBox are damaged beyond
repair, the VREB will replace both
units. The VREB has tested the Master
Housing and is confident that the
solution is secure enough to withstand
an attack. If necessary, the Victoria
Real Estate Board will also pay
reasonable costs to re-key the main
building door(s).
Need Assistance?
For further information and to see
a video about the Strata KeyBox
initiative please go to: http://www.
vreb.org/vreb/strata_initiatives.html
If you need assistance or have a
question or suggestion email us:
stratadocs@vreb.org or contact Doug
Taylor at 656-9173 or 889-1414
(cell) or VREB Member Services
by telephone during business hours:
385-7766.
Editor’s comment: We were first
given this information a few months
ago and were asked to do a mail-out
to you, our membership, but hesitated
not knowing how “admail” would be
received. In hindsight, this KeyBox
information could have helped prevent
some security issues, if the facts were
in your hands sooner. As we may have
similar requests in the future, we would
like to hear from you by phone or email
- what would you think if we send you
this type of information directly? Or
would you prefer that we put all such
information into The Bulletin? Please
let us know - editor@visoa.bc.ca or
(250)920-0222 or 1-877-33VISOA
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Bylaw enforcement - steps to take
by Joyce Johnston, Attorney
A Strata Corporation can enforce
bylaws in several ways. Under section
129 of the Strata Property Act (SPA),
the strata corporation may enforce a
bylaw by:
Imposing a fine,
Remedying a contravention, or
Denying access to a recreational
facility
The strata council exercises the
powers and performs the duties of
the strata corporation, including the
enforcement of bylaws and rules;
therefore I refer throughout this article
to the enforcement of bylaws by the
strata council.
The council may decide to warn
a person, or give the person time
to comply with the bylaw before
using one of the above methods of
enforcement.
The persons who must comply
with a bylaw are :
Owners
Tenants
Visitors
Imposing a fine is the most common
method of enforcement. Whichever
method of enforcement is undertaken,
several pre-requisites must be met
before the enforcement is undertaken.

PROCEDURE
Section 135 of the SPA sets out the
procedural steps that a council must
take before enforcement. The council
must:
Receive a complaint about the
contravention
Give the owner or tenant particulars
of the complaint in writing
Give the owner or tenant a reasonable
opportunity to answer the complaint,
including a hearing if requested
If the person is a tenant, give notice
to the person’s landlord or the owner.
Receive A Complaint
It should be noted that a complaint
can be made by a member of the strata
council.
Give the owner or tenant
particulars of the complaint in
writing
The first letter the council sends
should be one setting out the action
complained of, and the bylaw
contravened by the action. The letter
can indicate the proposed fine, but the
first letter should not impose the fine.
Details of the contravention should be
included.
Give the owner or tenant
opportunity to answer,
including hearing
The first letter can also include the
opportunity to answer, including the
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opportunity to request a hearing.
If a hearing is requested, the strata
council must turn their minds to the
format for the hearing. The Strata
Property Act does not set out the
procedure for a hearing. If a hearing
is requested, it should be held
where both the complainant and the
person answering the complaint feel
comfortable. Council must decide
whether the complainant presents his
or her case first, or whether the person
complained about should speak first.
Council should have a draft procedure,
which includes how the hearing will
proceed when both parties attend, and
how it will proceed if only one party
attends.
Give notice of their decision in
writing
At the hearing, after the presentation
of information from both sides is
complete, council should indicate that
they will consider all information and
issue a written decision.
If no answer is made, or no hearing
is requested, the strata council must
still write indicating that the matter
has been considered, in the light of the
written response, or in the light of no
response, and indicate whether there
is a conclusion of bylaw violation and
the penalty.
CASE LAW
Dimitrov v. Summit Square Strata
Corp. 2006
The strata corporation’s building
manager notified Ms.Dimitrov that a
complaint had been made against her
for having a cat as a pet, contrary to
bylaw, and presented the appellant
with written notice of complaint. The
notice also informed the appellant that
a fine of $50.00 had been imposed
against her as a penalty, and demanded
that the cat be removed.
Subsequently every seven days,
the building manager delivered a
notice indicating that a new fine
Continued on page 9
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Get it in writing

by Sandy Wagner, VISOA Board Member
How well do you know your Strata’s
bylaws? Pretty well, I bet. You likely
have your own well-thumbed copy.
BUT are you sure they are up to date
with all revisions which are filed in
the Land Titles Office? And do you
have a copy of the Standard Bylaws as
well? Unless your strata has registered
a conflicting bylaw, the Standard Bylaws apply.
What does that mean? Here are a few
examples:
Story of the Stressed-out Skylight:
John and Mary have just moved into
their new strata home, and see that
some of their neighbors have skylights
while their own unit does not. They assume it’s probably OK to add a skylight
but just to be safe, they check their bylaws, conveniently left in the kitchen
drawer by the previous owners. Good
news, they think, our bylaws are silent
on the subject of skylights. They also
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check with Fred, the Property Manager, who tells them he thinks a skylight
is a great idea. John and Mary install a
skylight, and then a few months later
they get a notice from the strata council, informing them they are in violation of a bylaw, and giving 10 days to
remove the skylight or pay a fine! They
are confused, and think a mistake has
been made, because they know the bylaws don’t forbid it, Fred liked the idea
and besides, many of the neighbors
have one. Next month they receive another letter from council, and this time
the fine has doubled! A bit upset, John
corners the strata President who says
“I think your skylight looks great, but
we voted and you have to take it out”.
John tells Mary that the President is on
their side, but was outvoted. Mary digs
in her heels and decides they will not
remove the skylight. Each month, they
get another letter from the council and
each month their fines escalate, until

the strata takes them to small claims
court for the unpaid fines.
What happened here? First, John
and Mary were looking at an out-dated
copy of their strata bylaws. Amended
bylaws listed specific units which
were exempted from Standard Bylaw
#5. John and Mary didn’t have a copy
of the Standard Bylaws, so they were
unaware that Standard Bylaw # 5 says
they must have written permission for
skylights or any other modification
to the exterior of the building. And
what about the permission they got
from Fred the Manager? Well, Fred
is not authorized to give permission
for changes to common property: that
must be given by the Strata Council.
Even if the Council had delegated that
responsibility to Fred, according to the
Bylaws the permission should have
been given in writing.
Continued on page 7
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The Roof

The “universal” common property - Part 1
by John Grubb, SMA, RPA, RRO
There is one building system that,
no matter what you live in, Townhouse, Condominium or any other
Strata Property (bare-land excepted,
unless there is a common facility or
building), the roof is a portion of the
Common Property that most owners
are aware of, and understand to be a
major replacement expense.
Though we all have one, all roofs
are not the same and we’d like to
take some time to review some of
the most common types, to better
understand the options available to
the Strata when it comes time for replacement.
There are two distinct roofing
types – Steep Slope and Low (flat)
Slope and, generally speaking the
latter is found on large, multi-storey
buildings (condos), while the former
is more likely to be part of a townhouse-style residential complex. In
this first part of a two-part series,
we’ll discuss Steep Slope roofing.
Modern townhouse designs tend
toward the use of the same sloped
roof structural style found on most
residential housing, and are typically
covered with either asphalt shingles
or cedar shakes. Other sloped roof
materials can include natural slate
tile (and its manufactured facsimiles), metal panels or interlocking
shingles, and concrete or clay tile.

Steel panel roofing has become relatively common in recent years, particularly on the sloped roof details
of larger condominium buildings.
While aesthetically it can be less appealing to some, its main advantage
is, again, an extended life expectancy
of 50-plus years but without the concrete/clay tiles’ need for significant
structural accommodation.

important to buy the best quality
product possible. In today’s market,
30-year and 40-year fiberglass laminate shingles have become the product of choice for most new and reroofing projects. The figures denote
the length of the Manufacturer’s prorated warranty on their products.
There are other standard types
such as Square-butt or 3-tab, and
T-lock shingles that have been in
common use for many years but, as
these are typically manufactured using organic felts rather than the superior fiberglass or polyester felts, their
pro-rated warranty periods (and general life expectancy) are significantly
shorter with most rated at 20 years.

Interlocking metal shingles have
been sold and installed by various
companies for many years but have
never really hit the “mainstream”
as a common roofing or re-roofing
product. We assign this to the fact
that most of these products are proprietary and their manufacturers, for
the most part, have decided that only
For once, we will not beat our
their own companies’ crews can install their products, thus limiting ac- maintenance “drum” other than to
cess to the broader roofing contractor say that, with regular care, many
community and product distributors. roofing products will last well past
their rated warranty periods. We can
Split cedar shakes and milled only ask why anyone would choose
shingles have been in common use to ignore this significant investment
as a roofing material on the West in their property.
Coast for more than 100 years but,
There is one other significant facwith the diminishing old growth forest resources affecting both the cost tor that is critical to the success of any
(higher) and quality (lower) of the (re) roofing project – the Roofer.
material, we do not normally recThere are likely as many horror
ommend that our clients renew their
roofs using the cedar materials com- stories about fly-by-night roofing
contractors as there are about polymonly available today.
ester leisure-suited car salesmen and,
By far the most common sloped unfortunately, many of them are true.
roofing materials for both new and It is a fact that our economic system
re-roofing projects are asphalt shin- allows anyone with a ladder and a
gles, in all their various qualities, pick-up truck to call himself a roofer.
shapes, colours and manufacturing He need not have any proven experience or training of any type.
methods.

The latter, while they will certainly provide an extended life expectancy for the roof assembly (50-plus
years), also require additional structural consideration in order to support their significant weight, and are
In general terms, the labour costs
not generally considered suitable for to install any of the asphalt shingles
re-roofing projects.
is (or should be) the same, so it is
“Assisting Strata Councils and Owners since 1973”

Continued on page 6
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The roof

Continued from page 5

On the other end of the spectrum,
there are large, well established firms
that maintain very high standards of
installation quality, safety and, most
importantly, staff training to ensure
their clients a quality roof installation
that will meet or exceed the manufacturers’ warranty requirements.
The currently over-heated construction industry lends itself to new
contractors starting up business, because the well established contractors are swamped with work and are
often several months behind schedule. In new construction, work cannot start inside a structure until it is
water-tight with a roof in place.
This puts pressure on the re-roofing industry and it is here where the
“tailgaters” tend to operate, because
they are generally dealing with residential clients who are completely

no valid excuse for a Corporation
to avoid setting funds aside in the
A Strata Corporation is no less vul- Contingency Reserve Fund for its renerable than a single-family home placement from the very first day of
owner and, in some ways, can be operation!!
more susceptible because of the inEvery owner benefits from the
herent “political” turmoil often found
within the Owners Group when deal- roof, and contributes to its deterioing with a project costing many thou- ration and, thus, has a responsibility
to fund a proportionate share of the
sands of dollars.
cost of its replacement. The only fair
Once again, this is about Risk way to accomplish this is to include
Management and we can only advise an appropriate sum within the annual
the Owners to do their due diligence reserve fund assessment.
before hiring any contractor. This is
accomplished by developing a set of
standards, specifications and a clear John Grubb is a Facilities Maintescope of work before asking roofing nance Consultant and VISOA Business Member and welcomes Member
contractors to bid on the work.
inquiries at usc@shaw.ca or www.
Finally, the need to install a new unityservices.ca/
roof should never come as a surprise
to anyone living within a Strata and,
in our opinion, there is absolutely
ignorant of the re-roofing process.

Apathy and its consequences
by Deryk Norton, VISOA Board Government Relations Representative
Many strata owners do not want
to “become involved” in their strata
organization. They only want to live
in their home with as few complications as possible. As a result many do
not read their strata council meeting
minutes or even attend the Annual
General Meeting or AGM.
Being an apathetic strata owner can
have serious consequences. Some of
these consequences have been:
• AGM convened but, lacking a quorum, business had to be conducted a
week later by the few owners who
showed up,
• No one willing to serve on the strata
council resulting in the appointment
of an administrator at considerable
cost to all owners,
• No one looking critically at council minutes, financial statements or
bank account statements resulting in
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fraud, embezzlement or other misappropriation of funds and the need
for a special levy on all owners to replace lost funds,
• AGM approval of a major expenditure without assurance of competitive bids,
• Passage of a bylaw by the minority
of owners present at an AGM resulting in a bylaw that is wildly unpopular with the absent majority, and
• Acclamation of a reluctant strata
council consisting of a dictator and
a few obsequious followers serving
personal agendas rather than the interests of the strata corporation.
If think you cannot afford the time
to “become involved” in your strata
now, do you think you can afford the
time and money later when bad decisions literally hit home ?
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and are subject to VISOA Board
approval. Ads must be “camera
ready”, in BMP, PDF or TIFF
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otherwise apply.
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Get it in writing

Continued from page 4

If John and Mary had checked the
Standard Bylaws, they would have
seen that permission must be given
in writing for skylights. They would
have written to the strata council, who
would have replied that the complex
used to give permission to install skylights but with their recent new roof,
the installation of skylights could void
the warranty. The strata owners had
agreed to exempt owners who had already installed skylights, so long as
the owners signed an agreement to pay
costs, if any, for leaks into neighboring units or into the building envelope.
They designed a bylaw to specifically
exempt these few units. They would
have advised John and Mary that, unfortunately, the council could not authorize the installation of a skylight
in their unit. The Smiths would have
been disappointed, but at least they
would have their answer in writing.

Legend of the Legal Laundry:
Carol moves into a strata unit, but
soon her health takes a turn for the
worse and she finds it too difficult to
get to the laundry room which is in the
basement of their building, as there is
no elevator for her wheelchair. She asks
for permission from the strata council
to install a washer and dryer in her
unit, and permission is given in writing. Flash forward twenty years……
Bob has purchased Carol’s suite and
lived there for 3 years. He loves the
fact that he has a built-in laundry and
finds it very convenient. His new upstairs neighbor writes a complaint letter to the council, because he can hear
the dryer running late at night and it
bothers him. The council investigates,
and is shocked to find that Ted has an
in-suite laundry. None of the council
lived there twenty years ago, they’ve
been through 4 property managers
since then, and nobody remembers
anything about Carol. Bob is ordered
to remove his in-suite laundry facilities, as they are in violation of a strata
bylaw. Bob produces the permission
letter written to Carol 20 years previously. It is signed by the council presi-

dent of that time and specifically states
that the permission is for the suite to
install and use a washer and dryer, and
that it is transferable to any subsequent
purchaser of the unit. Bob had it in
writing.
Dilemma of the Decorated Doors:
Five neighbors in an older strata
townhouse development are chatting one afternoon, and the discussion
turns to a newer townhouse complex
in the area. The newer development
has an unusual and modern décor palette – all the front doors are painted
a different colour. The five neighbors
wish they could brighten up their drab
brown doors but they are sure that
nobody will give permission. One of
the group, Sally, happens to run into a
council member and says she wishes
she could paint her door; the reply is “I
don’t care if owners paint their doors”.
Sally takes this as permission and happily tells the rest of the group. They
rush out to the local build-it store to
purchase paint for their project. Working together, it doesn’t take long to
paint five doors….while the first coat
on one is drying, the second door is
Continued on page 9
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Update on VISOA Legislation Initiative
by Deryk Norton, VISOA Board Government Relations Representative
Following a series of public
meetings with strata homeowners
on Vancouver Island a legislation
report was completed and released
to meeting participants on May 2
under the title of Beyond the Sales
Pitch:
Ensuring Transparency
and Accountability in BC Strata
Developments. The report describes
the main issues heard from strata
homeowners regarding deficiencies
in BC’s strata legislation and makes
the case for a public review of the
legislation. The report can be viewed
on the VISOA website (www.visoa.

bc.ca) under “Legislation Issues”.
Also, copies of the report are being
provided to VISOA members.
The report was the subject of a
News Release on May 5 that went to
dozens of print and electronic media
across the province. The report
has been sent to the Government
Caucus Whip for submission to the
provincial government, as follow-up
to our Board’s April 9 presentation
to the Caucus. Copies of the report
have also been sent to all MLAs on
Vancouver Island as well as several
MLAs in the lower mainland where

there are large numbers of strata
homeowners. VISOA will continue
to speak with interested MLAs and
media in advocating a public review
of strata legislation.
We continue to urge all VISOA
members and other strata homeowners to write to the Premier, their
MLAs and their local newspapers
asking for a public review of the
legislation. It would also be helpful
if VISOA members shared the
report and the issues with any strata
homeowners they know on the
mainland.

Calling for
Compliments…
Does it seem like most of the Bulletin articles are about problems, solving problems and preventing
problems? Does it seem to you that VISOA focuses too much on complaints? That’s simply the nature of
our work – our mandate is to provide education and assistance to strata owners. If you live in a smoothly
functioning strata, you’ve likely never needed our help and wonder what all the fuss is about.

We’d like to hear from you! Tell us your positive stories.
Do you have a fabulous strata council?
An irreplaceable property manager? An incredible grounds-keeper?
What makes them so great?
Tell us – we’d love to share your encouraging, helpful experiences with other strata owners in an
upcoming bulletin article. We won’t share any information which would identify your strata, unless you
tell us it’s alright to do so.
Send your stories in confidence to editor@visoa.bc.ca
Next issue of the bulletin, we’ll show other stratas how it’s done!
8 • VISOA Bulletin June 2008
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was that the council had no power to under which the proposed offences had coat of the original brown. The council
impose fines on her, because it had taken place and requesting a fine not be decides to fine the owners for breakfailed to comply with the mandatory imposed. In previous circumstances, ing a bylaw. The owners found nothYour homethe
and office
telephone
specialist had withdrawn
home and office telephone specialist
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Email: tellme_@telus.net
Email: tellme_@telus.ne
section 135.
circumstance,
also request a hearing in
almost
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you
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three
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Strata councils should take from not do as you request in your letter.
late charges specified in your bylaws
the case:
are mounting. The strata is about to
Invitations to contact the council CONCLUSION
theandlawyer
to specialist
Your
home
and
office
telephone
specialist
office telephone
Bill
Claybo
Bill
Claybo
and provide answer to complaint
Procedural steps should be complied send your accountYourtohome
place
a
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on
your
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unit.
You
36
Years
Experience
36
Years
Experience
must occur before a conclusion that Residential
with to assure
theBusiness
validity of a fine, or
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For all your
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just
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can’t get&all
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be remembered that fines cannot your late payments caught up at once.
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Arbourby
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5260
There must be a consideration, on be 5260
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a lien; fines must be You propose to your neighbor,
Nanaimo, by
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B.C.
extra $50
the evidence, at a council meeting, for collected
V9T6E5 or by the withholding of a per month until the arrears V9T6E5
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every imposition of a fine, including a judgment,
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What’s wrong
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and wait for a reply in writing.

Bill Claybo
36 Years Experience

Your home and office telephone specialist

For all your telephone wiring, data
& equipment needs

Residential & Small Business
Installation/Repair/Renovations

5260 Arbour Cres.
Nanaimo, B.C.
V9T6E5
Guaranteed
Affordable
Payphones
Enterphones
All Entry Systems

Phone: 250-758-0636
Cell: 250-616-6731
Website: www.tellme.ca
Email: tellme_@telus.net

Saga of the Saggy Spruce:
What would you do if you were sitting on your balcony
one afternoon,
Your home and office telephone specialist
Bill Claybo
and
leaves
from
an
overhanging
tree
36 Years Experience
Residential
&
Small Busi
limb
tickled
your
back?
Would
you
be
For all your telephone wiring, data
& equipment
needs
Installation/Repair/Renovatio
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Guaranteed
Phone: 250-758-0636
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for
Website:
Enterphones
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and
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Let’s
Email: tellme_@telus.ne
hope this saga has a happy ending.
Get it in writing!
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You asked:

Can the strata property manager overrule the strata council?
by Harvey Williams

There are very specific limitations on what a strata manager can
Have a question about managing your strata corporation? Ask us, do. The strata property manager
we’ve had a lot of experience helping cannot:
strata corporations solve problems,
perhaps we can help you. Ques- • Hold proxies at general meettions may be rephrased to conceal ings;
the identity of the questioner and to
improve clarity when necessary. We • Hold hearings relating to enforcedo not provide legal advice, and our ment of bylaws or rules on such
answers should not be construed as
such. However, we may and often matters as bylaw violations or rentwill advise you to seek legal advice. al restrictions;

Question:

• Enforce bylaws;

asked me to be their proxy at a general meeting of their strata corporation. Too often, at these meetings,
the strata manager dominates the
proceedings. When that happens,
it’s often because council members
are passive or haven’t adequately
prepared themselves for the meeting. But of even greater concern is
when an manager provides advice
that is contrary to the Strata Property Act.

A dramatic example of a strata
• Levy or rule on fines for infracmanager both exceeding his auOur strata property manager told tions of bylaws or rules;
thority and being grossly ignorant
us that we must have an engi- • Deny access to recreational or
of the Strata Property Act was deneering study done on our build- other facilities;
scribed in a newspaper column
ing so owners be able to sell their
recently. A manager requested
units. Our property appears to be • Hold hearings on behalf of the
that strata owners send him their
in good condition with no sign of strata council;
proxies in lieu of holding a special
water penetration or other major
• Spend strata corporation funds general meeting to approve a speproblems.Are we required to have
without strata council authoriza- cial levy. Such a procedure violates
an engineering study because our
tion or a delegation of spending au- the Strata Property Act on several
strata manager tells us to?
thority as in a strata corporation’s counts, something one would exannual budget, from the Contin- pect any licensed strata property
gency Reserve Fund or special as- manager to know.
sessment as approved at a general
To answer your specific quesTo begin with, the strata council is meeting.
tion, NO you are not required to do
the strata manager. To call the strata
Unfortunately, too many strata anything just because your Strata
property agent the strata manager
councils and strata property man- Property Agent tells you to. He or
is a misnomer. The council conagers are unaware of these limita- she can, and should, make recomtracts with a company to provide
tions. A strata manager can draft
management services under the
mendations to the Strata council.
and deliver notices of bylaw indirection of the strata council. This
But it is ultimately a council defractions and fines on behalf of the
concept is reflected in the name of
cision; and if it involves spending
strata council when directed to do
the association to which most stramoney greater than that available
so but they cannot actually levy a
ta management companies belong,
in the current Operating Budget, it
fine.
The Strata Property Agents of Britis a decision for all the owners at an
ish Columbia (SPABC).
Owners with concerns about Annual or Special General Meetsome strata matter sometimes ing.

Answer:
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6ANCOUVER )SLAND 3TRATA /WNERS !SSOCIATION

The Vancouver Island
Strata Owners Association
www.visoa.bc.ca

1-877-33-VISOA (877-338-4762)

The Vancouver Island Strata Owners Association
~ PRESENTS ~

THE NUTS AND BOLTS OF STRATA LIFE
Facilitators – Professionals and Experienced Strata Council Members

PARTICIPANTS CHOOSE UP TO 3 OF THE
FOLLOWING WORKSHOPS:

s 3TRATA &INANCIAL 2ECORDS AND $EPRECIATION 2EPORTS
s $EVELOPING AND !MENDING "YLAWS
s 3TRATA -AINTENANCE
s #OUNCIL -EETINGS AND -INUTES
s 3TRATA 3ERVICE #ONTRACTS
s #ONmICT 2ESOLUTION  "YLAW %NFORCEMENT
s 3TRATA -ANAGERS  )SSUES
s 3TRATA ,EGISLATION

SUNDAY, JUNE 22, 2008, 1:00 – 4:00 P.M.
Registration begins at 12:30 p.m.
Please bring your strata plan number with you
VISOA Information Publications will be available for purchase

Saanich Commonwealth Place

17

Royal Oak
Golf Course

Marsett Place

N

4836 Elk Lake Drive, Victoria
(If your strata plan is a member,
all owners in your strata may attend)

“Assisting Strata Councils and Owners since 1973”
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BUSINESS
MEMBERS
Empress Painting
(250) 383-5224 • 1-888-788-5624
office@empresspainting.com
www.empresspainting.com

Focus Tax & Accounting Ltd.
Income Tax, Accounting and Bookkeeping Services
(250) 656-9797

Island Basement Systems
Foundation Waterproofing Specialists
(250) 882-1061 • 1-877-DRY-BSMT (379-2768)
sales@islandbasementsystems.ca
www.islandbasementsystems.ca

Sterling Fire & Safety Services
Fire Safety Services & Fire Alarm Upgrades
(250) 478-9931
sterlingfire@vicbc.com • www.sterlingfire.vicbc.com

Top Coat Painting
Commercial & Residential Painting
(250) 385-0478
saldat@islandnet.com • www.topcoatpainting.ca

Unity Services Corporation
Strata Maintenance Planning & Consulting
(250) 616-9298
john@unityservices.ca • www.unityservices.ca

Seafirst Insurance Brokers
(250) 656-9886
jmccutcheon@seafirstinsurance.com
www.seafirstinsurance.com

Strata Various Handyman Services
Improvements & Installation • Repairs & Maintenance

(250) 208-7160
goodhound@gmail.com

Coastal Community Insurance Services
Business Insurance Expert including
Commercial Property and Liability

(250) 386-7737

BULLETIN
SUBSCRIPTION

VISOA provides five information-packed
bulletins each year. Non-members may subscribe
to these bulletins at the following rates:
By email: $15.00 per year and
by postal mail $25.00 per year
For more information regarding Business Memberships
please contact

Daryl Jackson at (250) 920-0222
or membership@visoa.bc.ca
(Please note that VISOA does not guarantee or warranty the goods,
services, or products of their business members.)

~ DISCLAIMER ~

The material in this publication is intended for informational
purposes only and cannot replace consultation with
qualified professionals. Legal advice or
other expert assistance should be sought as appropriate.

shawn.fehr@cccu.ca
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